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he Institute of Politics Fiscal Policy and Governance
Committee has a particular penchant for largescale projects. Happily, we also have a superlative
supporting cast moving these projects forward.
In 2006, our committee resolved to take a fresh look at the
question of whether the City of Pittsburgh and Allegheny
County governments should consolidate. This issue has been
on the local radar screen at least since 2003, when the Institute
hosted leaders from Louisville, Ky., and Minneapolis-St. Paul,
Minn., two prominent examples of successful regionalism,
at its annual Elected Officials Retreat. That retreat helped us
understand that consolidation can occur in various forms, from
shared services to full unification of government entities; that
consolidation increases efficiency but may not necessarily save
money; and that any proposal to combine city and county
governments will not be without challenges.
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University of Pittsburgh Chancellor Mark A. Nordenberg agreed
to chair a superb panel that has examined all aspects of consolidation. The panel released its final report in April.
The city’s precarious financial condition presents an issue when
it comes to cooperation, and severely underfunded pension
plans constitute a large chunk of Pittsburgh’s financial woes.
(continued on page 2)
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Thus, it was not surprising that,
having spawned one blue-ribbon
panel, the committee turned
next to the problem of municipal
pensions.
Pennsylvania is home to onequarter of the nation’s pension
plans, or more than 3,000 plans in
all. Political pressures push municipalities to offer generous pension
benefits now and worry about
paying for them later. Cities, some
of which have as many retirees as
current employees, face the worst
scenarios; as of 2005, Pittsburgh
had reserved funds to cover
only 44 percent of its pension
liabilities. (A recent study on
Philadelphia’s employee benefits
crisis documented that, among 10
benchmark cities, only Pittsburgh was in worse shape.) But the problem is not
limited to urban areas. On the contrary, there are financially distressed municipal
pension plans within all but one of Pennsylvania’s 50 State Senate districts.
Tackling these challenges requires considerable technical expertise and
consensus building, so we have once again created a subcommittee, ably
chaired by State Representative Dan Frankel and State Senator Jane Orie.
With research support from the Institute’s staff, the pensions subcommittee
has generated a menu of policy approaches and has been presenting them
to key stakeholder groups this spring.
At all levels of government, Americans tend not to address institutional or
budgetary issues until they approach the crisis stage. We recognize that our
work regarding city-county governance and pension reform may not resonate
for a while. But sooner or later—certainly with regard to pensions and probably
with regard to City of Pittsburgh finances—a critical mass will perceive that
the status quo is untenable. Whenever that critical mass arises, our committee’s
high-quality work product will be available to help solve the problem. n
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I m p acts of G a m bling
Progra m
LIMITING THE SOCIAL IMPACTS
OF GAMBLING: LESSONS LEARNED
AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS FOR
SOUTHWESTERN PENNSYLVANIA
by Karen Clark

M

uch of the attention given to Pittsburgh’s new slots
casino has been about its location, its design, and
the $1 million a day it’s expected to bring in and
share with state and local governments. Less attention has
been given to the people who will put that money into the slot
machines, especially those who develop a compulsion to keep
doing it.
Those people who are at risk for developing an addiction to
gambling were the focus of a symposium cosponsored by the
Institute of Politics and the City/County Gaming Implementation
Task Force. Brenda Frazier, member of Allegheny Council
and cochair of the Institute of Politics Human Services Policy
Committee, opened the event and explained that the task
force’s goal is to integrate the casino into the community while
looking after vulnerable populations such as young people,
seniors, and those with other addictions. With the Majestic Star
Casino set to open on Pittsburgh’s North Shore in May 2009,
it’s time to focus on gambling’s social impact.

Howard Shaffer
Howard Shaffer, associate professor at Harvard Medical
School and director of the Division on Addictions at the
Cambridge Health Alliance, a Harvard Medical School teaching
affiliate, has tested problem gambling as a public health toxin.
He defines gambling as risking something of value on the
outcome of an event when the
probability of that outcome
is less than certain. There is no
skill associated with slot machine
gambling. The results are random;
one event doesn’t affect the next.

Howard Shaffer, director of
the Division on Addictions at
Harvard University, presents
his findings on the social impacts
of gambling in the United States.

Gamblers, however, have variable awareness that they are
risking something of value, that
their bet is irreversible, and that
the outcome is determined by
chance. They tend to believe
there is skill involved in gambling,
and those with gambling problems tend to overestimate their
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skills. A higher percentage of youthful gamblers believe they
won the first time they gambled compared to people who think
they lost. The more skill they think they have, the greater their
risk for developing gambling problems.
Few people are pathological gamblers without also having
other emotional problems such as bipolar disorder, anxiety
disorders, or personality disorders. People with any psychiatric
disorder are 17.4 times more likely to develop into pathological
gamblers than are those without such problems. As they do
with other addictions, people with gambling problems evidence
tolerance, withdrawal, and even blackouts.
Homeless people and the prison population have the highest
rates of gambling disorders. Wealthy people gamble more than
poor people, but the poor gamble higher percentages of their
income and suffer more severe consequences.
As with other potential toxins (such as alcohol), there are
possible benefits to gambling. It can provide stress-reducing
adult play, cardiovascular stimulation, and social integration.
Properly sited, casinos can provide economic development.
The social costs of gambling include the development of
gambling disorders; family problems such as domestic violence;
psychological conditions like depression and anxiety; and
financial problems.
The prevalence of these problems can be difficult to agree
upon. Gaming proponents tend to focus on populations with
low rates—for example, 1.6 percent lifetime rates for adults
from the general population—while gambling opponents will
focus on segments with high rates, such as 4.7 percent for
college students. Citing a single rate will exaggerate the adult
rate while underestimating the youth rate. No single rate is
sufficient to describe the range of gambling problems across
various population segments.
It is helpful to look at problem gambling, as well as all addictions, as a potential toxin. In this sense, gambling can be seen
as the social equivalent of exposure to germs. Public health
workers have models for studying such exposure. For example,
exposure leads to infection, infection leads to a shift in behavior
and health, and more exposure translates into a greater
likelihood of infection for an increasingly larger segment
of the population.
The closer people are to exposure sites, the more likely they
are to be infected. Casino employees, for instance, have higher
rates of gambling problems, substance abuse, and depression
compared to the general population. Some studies show that
people who live within 50 miles of a casino have elevated rates.
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Panelists for the Social Impacts of Gambling program (left to right):
Mildred Morrison, Patricia Valentine, Walter Smith, and Jody Bechtold.

As is the case with most illnesses and toxins, people are able
to adapt. Shaffer calls adaptation the flip side of exposure. In
1975, for instance, only one state in the country had casinos.
By 1998, there were casinos in 21 states. During that time of
extraordinary growth, many more people tried gambling, but
there was little increase in the rate of past year gambling. The
rate of those who had gambled sometime in their lives grew
from 63 percent in 1975 to 86 percent in 1998. During that
same period, though, the rate of people who had gambled in
the past year increased only from 61 percent to 63 percent.
Newcomers to Nevada show higher rates of problem gambling
than those who have lived there 10 years or more. The same
holds true for casino workers—the rate of problem gambling
drops the longer a worker has been employed. In addition,
young people in Nevada do not gamble at an earlier age than
do young people in states without casinos.

Nanette Horner
The Pennsylvania Race Horse Development and Gaming
Act of 2004 requires the establishment of a compulsive and
problem gambling program, the guidelines for which shall be
developed by the Pennsylvania Department of Health. The
Pennsylvania Gaming Control Board promulgated regulations
that address compulsive and problem gambling, underage
gambling, intoxicated gambling, and gambling by excluded
and self-excluded individuals. Nanette Horner, director
of the Office of Compulsive and Problem Gambling for the
Pennsylvania Gaming Control Board (PGCB), reviewed some
of the safeguards established by the law and regulations. Slot
machine licensees, for example, cannot accept credit or debit
cards to enable a person to play slot machines. They cannot
cash social security or paychecks but may cash personal checks
for no more than $2,500 each day.

No one younger than 21 can play slot machines. No one
younger than 18 can work at or be on the gaming floor.
Licensees and permit holders may not wager at a licensed
facility in the commonwealth, and employees of licensed facilities and of certified vendors may not gamble in the licensed
facility in which they work or to which they provide services
while employed or for 30 days afterward. PGCB keeps an
excluded persons list of individuals who are career or professional offenders or whose presence in a licensed facility would
be inimical to the interest of the commonwealth or of licensed
gaming. The individuals on the excluded persons list, who may
not enter or be on the gaming floor, include people who have
cheated at gambling and those with a “notorious or unsavory
reputation.” The PGCB ensures due process before placing an
individual on the excluded persons list through notice and an
opportunity to be heard. Additionally, a licensed gaming entity
may exclude or eject from its licensed facility any person who
is known to have been convicted of a misdemeanor or felony
committed in or on the premises of any licensed facility and may
exercise its common law right to exclude or eject permanently
from its licensed facility any person who disrupts the operations
of its premises, threatens the security of its premises or its occupants, or is disorderly or intoxicated.
An individual may voluntarily request to be placed on the
PGCB’s self-exclusion list. The self-exclusion list is a list of
names and identifying information of individuals who have
agreed to be excluded from the gaming floor, from all gaming
activities at a licensed facility, from collecting winnings and
recovering losses, and from accepting complimentary gifts
or services or any other thing of value at a licensed facility. A
self-excluded individual will be arrested if he or she is identified
on the gaming floor of a licensed facility in Pennsylvania. As of
January, there were 198 names on the self-exclusion list, with
about five added each week. About 40 percent of the people
on the list reported that they are currently in treatment for
compulsive or problem gambling.
Additionally, slot machine licensees must submit a compulsive
and problem gambling plan with their license application.
The plan must address compulsive and problem gambling,
underage gambling, intoxicated gambling, and gambling by
excluded and self-excluded individuals. The plan must include
goals, procedures, and timetables; policies, techniques, duties,
and responsibilities; employee training programs; outreach
programs; signage requirements; and reports. The plan must
be approved by the director of the Office of Compulsive and
Problem Gambling before the commencement of operations.
Compliance with the plan is a condition of license renewal.

Robin L. Rothermel
Robin L. Rothermel is the acting director and director of
treatment for the Pennsylvania Department of Health’s Bureau
of Drug and Alcohol Programs (BDAP). BDAP is the entity
responsible for providing treatment for compulsive gambling.
It approaches drug and alcohol treatment by licensing agencies
to provide services, but for gambling treatment it will license
individual therapists. This allows agencies to provide gambling
treatment without having to get a separate license. It also gives
BDAP more flexibility about where the funding will go.
BDAP requires that gambling counselors and therapists who
provide clinical services through public reimbursement under
the Compulsive and Problem Gambling Program get national
certification from the National Council on Problem Gambling or
a Certificate of Competency in Gambling from the Pennsylvania
Certification Board. BDAP offers various trainings through its
training systems for these certifications.
To help people find services, the commonwealth offers the
Pennsylvania Gambling Addiction 24-hour hotline at 1-877565-2112.

Daniel Rosen and Rafael Engel
When the expected increase in problem gamblers follows the
opening of the Majestic Star Casino, Allegheny County social
service agencies may not be able to provide adequate help to
all of them.
That’s the conclusion of a study by the University of Pittsburgh
School of Social Work called Raising the Stakes: Assessing
Allegheny County’s Human Service Response Capacity
to the Social Impact of Casino Gambling. Study authors
Rafael Engel and Daniel Rosen reported that the
study found that more than three-quarters of the 137 social
service agencies surveyed don’t treat problem gamblers, don’t
send them somewhere else for help, and don’t screen for the
problem. Most aren’t planning to train staff to offer those
services. The most common reason given was that gambling
addiction is not seen as an issue for the agency.
It is likely, though, that many of the clients seen at the mental
health and drug and alcohol agencies surveyed may also have
gambling problems. Studies show that pathological gamblers
often have other mental health or substance abuse problems
or both. The most common is alcohol abuse: Almost threequarters of problem gamblers also have an alcohol use disorder.
More than one-half have a personality disorder, almost half
have a mood disorder, more than one-third have an anxiety
disorder, and one-third have a drug use disorder.
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Patricia L. Valentine
Patricia L. Valentine, deputy director for the Office of
Behavioral Health in the Allegheny County Department of
Human Services, talked about the impact of increased gambling
problems on the human services delivery system. One thing
everyone agrees upon, she said, is that there will be an impact.
It will be so large, she added, that it cannot be handled by the
social service network alone.

Gambling program speakers with Institute of Politics Director
Terry Miller (left to right): Miller, Robin Rothermel, Howard
Shaffer, and Nanette Horner.
Many pathological gamblers also have other problems, such as
poor physical health, harmful family arguments about gambling,
unemployment, and arrests. Often they enter the social service
system to find help with one of those problems. For that reason
the Pitt study recommends the creation of a comprehensive
education program for service providers. It should focus on
the nature of pathological gambling and its high co-occurrence
with other addictive and mental health disorders, as well as
its social and economic impact on families.

Some people are at higher risk than others to develop gambling
problems, and they should be targeted for prevention and treatment. Men, for instance, become problem gamblers more often
than women. Young people are at greater risk if they start
gambling early, have parents who have gambling disorders, or
live near an urban casino as opposed to a resort. People older
than 65 are less at risk, although there is concern about the
effect of marketing aimed at that group.
With gambling addictions come other problems, such as higher
rates of unemployment, bankruptcy, homelessness, domestic
violence, child abuse and neglect, and suicide. Valentine noted
that 66 percent of Gamblers Anonymous members have considered suicide. Adolescents with gambling problems have high
rates of truancy and low grades.

The study also recommends the following:

Dealing with these problems requires a collaborative response
from the entire community. Education about problem gambling
is needed for service providers, schools, police officers, insurance companies, medical personnel, and financial institutions.

• the use of a two-item clinical screen for gambling problems
to be used by all social service agencies

Jody Bechtold

• the development of a centralized data bank of certified
gambling counselors
• a public awareness and education campaign
• additional funds allocated by the commonwealth for
gambling-related problems; if 1 percent of the population has
a gambling problem, the $1.5 million currently allocated by
the commonwealth for their treatment comes out to $15.45
per client
• reimbursements to mental health and substance abuse
service providers for treating gambling disorders
• a benchmarking study to determine Allegheny County’s
current need for problem gambling services and to develop
projections of future needs
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Jody Bechtold, field education coordinator for the
University of Pittsburgh School of Social Work and a national
certified gambling counselor, explained the National Gambling
Counselor Certification training offered by the School of Social
Work. A series of four-day (30 hours) Gambling Counseling
Training Institutes will prepare clinical practitioners to take the
National Certified Gambling Counselors (NCGC) Level 1 examination. The school also offers externship support for acquiring
the 100 hours of counseling experience with problem gamblers,
their families, or both that is required.

Walter Smith
“Let’s not make the same mistakes we made before,” began
Walter Smith, executive director of Family Resources.
He thinks the difficulty in reaching clients isn’t being taken
into consideration. It begins with those who will do the new
screenings for gambling problems. Smith’s agency screens
clients for drug and alcohol abuse, domestic violence, asthma,
dental problems, and more. How, he asked, will they integrate
gambling screenings into their current work? If they don’t
receive real help with how to do the assessments, the assessments won’t be done.
Screening also may be an obstacle to clients. The poor already
have problems getting services, and building in more assessments will make it even harder. In addition, staff members need
to be able to do more than assess and just refer the clients to
another agency, because too often those clients just don’t go.
We also must become culturally competent, Smith said,
citing as an example that it was a long time before Alcoholics
Anonymous and Narcotics Anonymous groups met in African
American neighborhoods. Integrating services in a holistic,
family way also is key. “How do we reach the spouses and the
teenagers in a problem gambler’s family? We need to figure
out how to support those families now.”

Mildred Morrison
Older adults have lived with gambling all their lives, says
Mildred Morrison, administrator of the Allegheny County
Area Agency on Aging. Numbers running, she said, was deeply
embedded in Western Pennsylvania and provided an income
for many people. Bingo also is very accepted. Bus trips to
casinos have become a frequent social activity for many seniors.
She thinks the topic shouldn’t be proximity to gambling but
rather proximity to casino gambling.

Panelist Walter Smith responds to a question during
the gambling program.
Morrison thinks that community education is necessary through
not only formal providers but also informal ones such as people
running bingo halls and financial counselors. And when you
discover that someone needs help, don’t just refer them for
help—walk them to the door of that agency.
Gerri Kay, cochair of the Institute of Politics Human Services
Policy Committee, ended the symposium by pointing out that
Southwestern Pennsylvania has a lot of work to do, but that
we can effectively plan for and confront the social impacts of
gambling. The Human Services Policy Committee plans
to continue this important dialogue throughout 2008.
One common thread for rural and urban leaders alike was the
emergence of tourism and leisure as big employment gainers.
The growing popularity of bicycling and trail usage has
contributed to the rural economies located along those
corridors. As Briem stated, the measure of our economy
“used to be factories; now it is quality of life.” n

This acceptance of gambling muddies the ability to recognize
when an individual has a problem. Although seniors are not
a monolithic group, many are dealing with losses that increase
their vulnerability. Cognitive diminishment can be related to
problem gambling. Living on a fixed income makes it harder
to replace gambling losses. Those in Western Pennsylvania may
have more to lose, as older adults in the region have a higher
rate of home ownership than the national average.
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C O A L + ? = P E N N S Y LVA N I A’ S
E N ERG Y F U T U R E

I

t seems appropriate that one of the most energetic policy
dialogues in recent Institute of Politics history should take
place on the subject of energy. On February 15, economic,
environmental, and scientific perspectives collided at a headspinning level—and deservedly so, as the issues at hand pose
great challenges to the Southwestern Pennsylvania economy
as well as to our planet.
The main presentations from Coal + ? = Pennsylvania’s Energy
Future are summarized below.
Janet Lauer: Global demand for electricity is expected to
double in the next 25 years, and coal will inevitably play a big
part in the response to that demand. In the United States, coal
currently powers 49 percent of electricity production. Since the
U.S. economy is already developed, energy demand will grow
more slowly, perhaps by 25 percent between now and 2030.
To accommodate just a 10th of that growth would require
20,000 windmills or 1 million acres of solar cells, even if they
operated full time—which is not possible, because sometimes
the wind isn’t blowing and the sun isn’t shining.
Technologies for renewable energy sources are improving,
but they will not provide a significant portion of energy in the
foreseeable future. On the other hand, coal plants can operate
constantly, regardless of the weather, at a relatively inexpensive
cost. So, under even the most optimistic scenario, coal will be
big for at least the next few decades.
Thanks to our coal and water resources, Pennsylvania is a net
exporter of electricity. The state ranks second in total power
generation, and more than half of that capacity is in its southwestern region.
New technologies, such as coal gasification, have significantly
increased the efficiency of coal-fired power generation, thus
reducing emissions. But major challenges remain—not only
capturing carbon emissions, but also mine safety and other
environmental impacts.
The rising price of oil is helping to open the door to alternative
fuels such as ethanol, but recent studies have suggested that
the net greenhouse gas impact related to clearing wooded
land for ethanol production could make this the worst
choice environmentally. Coal-to-liquid and other biofuels
are additional options.
Coal is still big business in Southwestern Pennsylvania, which
remains the center of the high-grade bituminous coal mining
industry; an exporter of electricity to the Northeast; and
a major site of cutting-edge energy research by universities,
corporations, and federal laboratories.
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Speakers at the program Coal + ? = Pennsylvania’s Energy Future,
(left to right): Lester Lave, Jan Lauer, Frank Burke, and John Hanger.

And coal could become even bigger business. The cancellation
of federal funding for the FutureGen clean coal technology
project in Illinois could make more funds available for coal
research locally. Governor Joe Manchin of neighboring West
Virginia wants to develop a coal-to-liquids plant in that state,
and coal-derived gas and oil could fuel other industries in
the region.
Renewables are making headway in the region too. State-level
leadership is attracting internationally prominent companies
in the renewables sector, and Pennsylvania’s Alternative
Energy Portfolio Standard offers incentives for investment
in renewable energy. Wind, solar power, landfill gas, biofuels,
hydropower, and carbon fund investment all offer opportunities
for economic growth. So do conservation and energy efficiency,
which represent a distinct economic sector in their own right.
The region’s energy sector foresees thousands of job openings.
Many coal, oil, and gas companies and their supply chains (e.g.,
transportation companies) will need to replace retiring workers;
for example, 74 percent of CONSOL Energy’s employees will be
eligible to retire in the next 10 years. The growing renewables
industry will need thousands more specialists, such as solar
panel installers or machinists to make bearings for wind
turbines.
As the region best positioned to deliver clean coal solutions
to the world, Southwestern Pennsylvania needs federal and
state funding for research and demonstration projects, as well
as support for conservation and energy efficiency strategies.
Incremental investments by industry will not suffice. Elected
officials can help by supporting research and demonstration
funding, by backing legislation to make the state competitive in
renewable energy, and by supporting workforce development
in both traditional and renewable energy industries. Academic
leaders can pursue energy-related research funds, help to shape
the U.S. Department of Energy’s research agenda, and assist in
the commercialization of energy technologies. Local foundations can support entities such as Innovation Works as they seek
to translate technologies into business ventures.

Key issues remain to be resolved. Should the state support clean
coal as an economic development strategy? Should the state
actively seek to reduce its carbon emissions, which represent
1 percent of the world’s total? If so, should it do so through
financial incentives, carbon taxes, or other means? And
what can we do better to prepare the workforce for energy
industries’ needs?
Frank Burke: The United States mines 2 trillion pounds
of coal each year, or 8,000 pounds for every American. Coal
production at this rate is sustainable for a long time; 250
billion tons are believed to be economically recoverable at
current prices, or enough to last about 250 years. Wyoming
has become the single largest coal-producing state, but the
combined coal-energy production of Pennsylvania, West
Virginia, and Kentucky exceeds Wyoming’s. Many coal-burning
facilities switched to Wyoming’s Powder River Basin (PRB)
coal since the 1990s due to its lower sulfur content, but more
widespread implementation of improved emission control technologies should lead to a reversal of that trend. Also, eastern
bituminous coals, particularly those from Pennsylvania, are
higher in heat value than PRB coal, giving them an additional
competitive advantage.
Ninety percent of U.S.-mined coal is used for electricity production, and coal is used to generate about 50 percent of the
nation’s electricity. Coal is the cheapest available fossil fuel
by a large margin; as of 2006, the cost of fuel with a heating
value of 1 million BTUs was $9 for petroleum, $5 for natural
gas, and $1 for coal. This substantial margin leaves plenty
of room for coal-fired plants to deal with the costs of environmental compliance while still protecting coal’s place as the
lowest-cost alternative.
As of 2006, Pennsylvania’s bituminous coal region had 196
mines employing 7,000 miners and producing 64 million
tons of coal a year, with direct revenue of $2.6 billion. As a
recent Pennsylvania State University study shows, the indirect
economic benefit of low-cost coal-based electricity is many
times greater. State-by-state analysis shows a strong correlation
between electricity generation from coal and low electricity
prices. Pennsylvania gets 56 percent of its electricity from
coal. It is a net coal exporting state and the leading electricity
exporting state in the nation.
Coal contains various potential pollutants along with carbon
and hydrogen. But current technologies can control more than
98 percent of sulfur dioxide emissions, 90 percent of nitrogen
oxides, 99 percent of particulates, and at least 80 percent of
mercury. It is unlikely that the need to control these pollutants
will pose a serious barrier to ongoing use of coal. Coal gasification offers an alternative approach to improving generating

COAL + ? = PENNSYLVANIA’S
ENERGY FUTURE
February 15, 2008
WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS
William P. Getty, President, Claude Worthington Benedum
Foundation, and Cochair, Institute of Politics Economic
Development Policy Committee

GLOBAL ENERGY TRENDS
Janet S. Lauer, Principal, Janet S. Lauer Consulting

IS COAL OUR FUTURE?
Frank Burke, retired Vice President, Science and Technology,
CONSOL Energy Inc., and Consultant

IS ALTERNATIVE ENERGY OUR FUTURE?
John Hanger, President and Chief Executive Officer,
PennFuture

ENERGY COSTS VERSUS ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY:
ISSUES FOR REGIONAL COMPETITIVENESS
Lester B. Lave, Codirector, Carnegie Mellon Electricity
Industry Center

OPEN DISCUSSION
Moderated by Harold D. Miller, President, Future
Strategies, LLC

SUMMARY AND CLOSING REMARKS
Allen Kukovich, Director, Governor’s Southwest Regional
Office, and Cochair, Institute of Politics Economic Development
Policy Committee

efficiency and reducing emissions. The Energy Information
Administration anticipates that coal will retain a prominent role
in electricity generation at least through 2030.
Energy consumption is expected to continue to increase sharply
in China and other developing nations, contributing to higher
carbon dioxide emission rates. Commercializing carbon capture
and storage (CCS) will require substantial effort, but there are
various possible storage options for the captured carbon dioxide
in many places around the world, particularly in the coal-using
regions of the United States, where geological conditions are
favorable for storage. Legislation capping carbon emissions
might slow down the growth of coal use for electricity generation, especially if CCS is not commercially available, but would
not cause renewables (forecast to be principally biomass) to
replace coal. There is a growing consensus that CCS is feasible
and probably the only way to address the problem of carbon
emissions, given our worldwide appetite for energy, but CCS
will take 10 years to become commercialized and decades to
become widely deployed. To advance CCS we will need an
aggressive research and development effort, a regulatory and
liability framework, 5–10 demonstration sites, and significant
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public investment. Government could help with mitigation of
financial risks, geologic assessment of potential sites, development of a carbon dioxide transportation infrastructure, permitting, and cost recovery for power plants that participate in CCS.
John Hanger: In energy, the conventional wisdom is usually
wrong. Contrary to the Energy Information Administration’s
projections, I expect that we are entering a period of flat U.S.
energy demand that will last at least 10 years. The amount of
energy generated at the consumer’s site, rather than by major
installations, will increase dramatically. And I believe we will see
much more stringent legislative proposals after the 2008 presidential election on how to address our carbon challenges.
I’m not anticoal. Pennsylvania’s mines will close only when
they’ve mined the last coal in them. But if we continue business
as usual, getting 95 percent of our transportation fuel from
oil, we will continue our nightmare of dependence on foreign
oil that has already led us into two wars. President George W.
Bush is right when he says we must stop our addiction to oil,
although his policies have not led us toward doing so.
Business as usual would also cause an environmental and public
health disaster. World scientists overwhelmingly confirm that
temperatures are on track to increase by 2–10 degrees over the
next 90 years. And the impact of China and India’s industrialization is just beginning. Demand is escalating in a way that the
infrastructure cannot keep up with, even if the natural resources
are available in the ground. As a result, scarce resources will be
allocated through price and possibly through war.
Already, natural gas prices have increased fourfold since the
early 1990s. Oil, which was at $25–$27 a barrel for much of the
1980s and 1990s, is now consistently above $75. Thus, even
from an economic perspective, business as usual cannot last
much longer.
This does not necessarily mean that alternative energy is our
future; after all, other societies have made bad choices and
fallen into decline. But in some ways, the alternative energy
future is already here. Wind power represents 1 percent of
electric generation here, 6 percent in Germany, and 15 percent
in Denmark. Research dollars from Japan, Germany, and private
investors are flying into solar power. In the transportation
sector, we have seen an increase in ethanol, and Pennsylvania
is well positioned to use biomass in the production of cellulosic
ethanol. The alternative energy sector also includes geothermal,
hydrogen, hydropower, tidal, and wave energy; use of all these
sources will grow, and some are already growing rapidly.
As we come to terms with rising energy costs, the cheapest
alternative is energy conservation. For example, we will see
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incandescent bulbs disappear for pocketbook reasons, as CFL
bulbs recoup initial costs in a very short time.
Much is already happening in Pennsylvania. Our Alternative
Energy Portfolio Standard calls for 8 percent renewables use by
2020, and we have 10 wind farms in operation. Coal’s future
depends on the development of carbon capture and storage,
which is why the cancellation of FutureGen was a horrible decision. Seventy-five years from now, no plant will be permitted to
use coal without CCS.
Lester Lave: Spiraling oil prices have not sunk the economy
this time around as they did in 1973 and 1980, because total
energy expenditures have fallen from 14 to 6 percent of the
gross domestic product. But we could do much more. Denmark,
for example, uses only half as much energy per capita as the
United States. About half of this difference is due to efficiencies
such as triple-pane windows; the other half is attributable to
lifestyle issues such as fewer autos and less driving.
How could we achieve greater energy conservation without
much pain? We could improve fuel economy by 30–50 percent
through greater use of hybrids and new diesel cars, improve
buildings’ energy efficiency by 80 percent, and cut lighting and
air conditioning costs by 50 percent. We don’t do these things
because energy is still relatively inexpensive here. Scandinavia is
more energy efficient because energy is taxed at a much higher
rate. We could go even further toward conservation by downsizing our vehicles and increasing use of cellulosic ethanol.
Renewables have a future, but they do not give steady output
like coal or nuclear power. Somerset’s wind farm can operate
only 32 percent of the time and reaches full power only 5
percent of the time. In Arizona, solar plants are at 19 percent
operation. Our state is subsidizing the construction of current
renewables technology, which can handle no more than about
2 percent of total power needs.
Climate change is a big problem. The Kyoto Protocol calls for a
10 percent reduction of greenhouse gas emissions from 1990
levels; no country has achieved that reduction yet. California has
made a huge commitment to conservation and has succeeded
only in keeping per capita electric use steady, not reducing it.
While the potential for conservation is great, we can’t get there
quickly; for example, we are not about to tear down all our
inefficient buildings.
Good policies can easily lose due to public opposition.
Currently, the public is alarmed about the prospect of largescale underground carbon storage. Construction of new
coal-fired power plants, even if they offer environmental
improvements, is blocked. New nuclear plants are extremely
expensive and take a long time to build. Wind turbine orders

have a two-year backlog. Use of renewable resources will
require more transmission capacity, but new transmission lines
are fiercely opposed. The main construction activity currently
available to utilities is natural gas generators.
In this context, our region, which is blessed with excess generation capacity, should focus on clean coal, nuclear power, renewables, and conservation. From its coal resources to its energy
knowledge, this region has the tools to build its future.
***
Following the presentations, moderator Harold Miller used a
series of policy questions to provoke lively discussion about
clean coal investment, carbon emission reductions, and energy
alternatives. Among the new perspectives emerging was
skepticism about major government investment in a single
technology, as the FutureGen project would have entailed.
“Government does not know how to pick technology winners,”
said Lave. “Instead of subsidizing, it should create a level
playing field” for competing technologies.
Burke observed that the $300–400 million annual federal
investment in clean coal research was about one-third of what
experts at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology have
recommended. He also called the unpredictability of the annual
congressional appropriations process “a fundamental problem
for a private company considering a 10-year project.”

Essential Energy Vocabulary
To make sense of the energy debate requires an understanding of
some specialized terms—and the politics behind them. If you’re
not proficient in this discussion, here are some definitions to
enhance your vocabulary.
Alternative Energy Portfolio Standard: This Pennsylvania law,
passed in 2004 and amended in 2007, requires electricity generators and distributors to obtain a prescribed percentage of the
electricity they sell to Pennsylvania customers from sources
other than fossil fuels. The amount rises gradually over 15 years,
reaching 18 percent in 2020.
Biomass: Projected to become one of the leading alternative
energy sources, biomass refers to plant and animal materials,
including biodegradable wastes that can be used as fuel.
Carbon capture and storage (CCS): This approach to reducing
the emission of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere involves
injecting carbon dioxide underground and trapping it there.
The technology to implement CCS exists but has not been
demonstrated on a large scale. The process also is referred to
as carbon sequestration.
Cellulosic ethanol: An alternative liquid fuel, this substance is
obtained by breaking down long molecules of cellulose (the basic
ingredient in cardboard) into smaller sugar molecules and then
allowing them to ferment into an alcohol. The process is chemi-

Larry Schweiger, executive director of the National Wildlife Federation,
asks a question during the open discussion at the energy forum.

Larry Schweiger, president and chief executive officer of the
National Wildlife Federation, compared the thaw now occurring
in the Arctic to the receding of Ice Age glaciers. “Scientists are
shocked,” he stated. “The earth is at a tipping point. We have
never been here before.” Schweiger predicted a major shift in
U.S. climate change policy in 2009.
“We have to decide as a society what we are willing to pay for,”
said Hanger, pointing out that three major U.S. banks already
are impacting the market by stating that they will not finance
construction of new coal-fired plants without carbon storage
capacity. n

cally more difficult than making ethanol from corn, but could
have a significant energy yield if scientists find ways to break
down the cellulose more efficiently.
Coal gasification: This process, which converts coal to a gas
before burning it, has been successfully implemented at power
plants in North Dakota and around the world. Because the
process concentrates carbon dioxide out of the waste stream, it is
a good candidate for carbon capture and sequestration technologies. Gasification also may be one of the best ways to produce
hydrogen as fuel for automobiles and fuel cells.
FutureGen: This major initiative to develop a state-of-the-art
plant in Illinois to burn coal more cleanly was sidetracked by the
U.S. Department of Energy’s withdrawal of federal funding in
January 2008.
Kyoto Protocol: This international agreement is designed to
reduce worldwide production of carbon dioxide and other
“greenhouse gases,” which are believed to be responsible for
the recent rise in global temperatures that, if it continues, could
endanger civilization. The United States has not signed the Kyoto
Protocol.
Renewables: Solar power, wind, water, and biomass are all
renewables—energy sources that cannot be exhausted. Their
use can reduce dependence on other fuels such as coal, oil, and
natural gas—the supply of which may ultimately run out.
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L E G I SL AT OR F OR
A DAY PRO G R A M
by Andrew Ramey

O

n Tuesday, March 18, the Institute of Politics sponsored its 12th annual Legislator for a Day program in
Harrisburg, Pa., opening the doors of the state Capitol
to a select group of University of Pittsburgh undergraduate
students. This spring, the program—designed to broaden
student understanding of the legislative process—paired 10
students with participating legislators whom they shadowed for
the day.
Legislator for a Day gives undergraduates firsthand experience
of our elected officials’ daily activities in Harrisburg and deepens
their appreciation of life in the political arena. The program has
become very popular, as evidenced by the fact that this year’s
student selection process was the most competitive to date. The
legislators enjoy the energy and enthusiasm that the students
bring to the Capitol; most of them have already said they want
to participate again next year.

Applicants for this year’s program were outstanding representatives of the diverse and high-quality University of Pittsburgh
student body. Among the 10 students selected were a member
of the Student Government Board, the president of the
Pittsburgh chapter of the National Criminal Justice Fraternity,
interns currently working for U.S. Senators Bob Casey Jr. and
Arlen Specter, and individuals who had studied abroad in Egypt
and Italy. The students ranged from freshmen to seniors, with
majors including economics, communication, political science,
anthropology, psychology, and even physics.
This year, the Institute paired students with State Senators Jay
Costa and John Pippy and Representatives Karen Beyer, Brian
Ellis, Dan Frankel, Joseph Preston Jr., Sean Ramaley, Mike Turzai,
Chelsa Wagner, and Jake Wheatley. The participating legislators
made every effort to allow their “shadows” to follow them
throughout the day. The students sat in on committee meetings, observed the legislators making calls or receiving guests,
and received floor passes to attend sessions on the house
or senate floor. On the ride back to Pittsburgh, the students
described their day in Harrisburg as “a remarkable experience,”
“something very special,” and “a rare opportunity to see what
it’s really like to be a legislator.”
For the second year in a row, Legislator for a Day coincided with
Pitt Day, an annual event in which alumni and friends of the
University travel to Harrisburg to share Pitt’s accomplishments
and achievements with the commonwealth’s legislators. The
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2008 Legislator for a Day participant and Pitt sophomore Kira West
(center) with Representative Jake Wheatley and Lieutenant Governor
Catherine Baker Knoll.

Legislator for a Day students joined in the Pitt Day activities,
and many of them expressed pride at seeing the University take
center stage at the Capitol. n

I NS T I T U T E PROMO T E S
A LLEGH E N Y COU N T Y ’S
I N N O VA T I V E E F F O R T S
T O BR E A K T H E C YC L E
OF R ECI DI V ISM

A

s director of Allegheny County Justice-Related Services
within Department of Human Services Office of
Behavioral Health and developer of the county’s innovative Mental Health Court, which aids in the rehabilitation of
criminals with mental illness, Amy Kroll is responsible for the
community placement of hundreds of ex-prisoners a year. She
admits that her job creates a recurring concern for her husband.
“He’s always afraid,” Kroll joked recently, “that I’m going to call
home at 5:30 p.m. and tell him we have an unexpected dinner
guest coming because I can’t find a placement for somebody.”
Kroll may not have invited any prisoners home for dinner, but
she does just about anything else to promote their recovery.
She is one of the dedicated Allegheny County professionals
whose efforts have won national recognition for helping
convicts reenter the community successfully and stay out of jail.
Kroll and Allegheny County Department of Human Services
Deputy Director Erin Dalton brought their message to about
20 corrections and rehabilitation professionals from Butler and
Venango Counties in March. The Institute of Politics Human
Services Policy Committee arranged the event as part of its
ongoing effort to encourage prisoner reentry practices that
rebuild lives while reducing correctional expenditures.

Dalton jolted her audience with the provocative claim that
“nobody cares about offender reentry.” What she meant was
that the public cares primarily about reducing crime and saving
money. Prisoner reentry programs, therefore, will retain public
support only if they are successful in achieving these two
goals. “We have a small window in which to do this right,”
Dalton suggested.
After Dalton explained ways to identify possible target populations for prisoner reentry program investment, Kroll told how
Allegheny County has built its acclaimed system of interventions
for offenders with mental health or substance abuse problems.
The county now has specialized programs for each step in
the sequence of the crime process, including prearrest crisis
intervention, postarrest diversion from jail to rehabilitation, and
postrelease community support.
“We sold the programs as community safety initiatives,” Kroll
explained. “We said 95 percent of the people you put in jail
or prison are coming back out, and they can come out with or
without the supports that will help them live in the community
successfully.”
During the last 14 years, Kroll and her colleagues in the
Allegheny County Jail Collaborative have systematically built a
seamless network of needed supports. She has enlisted landlords as partners, offering to guarantee three months’ rent and
to cover any damage repairs if they would accept ex-prisoners
as tenants. Kroll’s staff helps clients find work, qualify for
medical assistance, and connect with community or religious
organizations. She has trained local police officers in crisis
intervention so that they can refer mentally troubled people to
appropriate help before a crime is committed.
Even new clothing, Kroll said, can help ex-prisoners stay out of
trouble. “For people with mental health problems, staying out
of jail is harder than going back in, because they have to make
decisions and earn a living,” she explained. “When they start to
accumulate stuff, that becomes a hook making them want to
stay out of jail.”

A study completed earlier this year by Hide Yamatani of the
University of Pittsburgh School of Social Work found that the
Jail Collaborative has achieved an incredible six-to-one benefitcost ratio, saving county taxpayers more than $5 million a year.
Butler County Commissioner A. Dale Pinkerton attended the
session and commented afterward that he found the information “very interesting, progressive, and of significant value to
the individual criminal offender as well as the community into
which he or she will eventually be released after incarceration.
Given that 95 percent of offenders will eventually return to the
community, I believe that we have not only a moral obligation
but a mandate to make every effort to rehabilitate those who
are serious about making a positive lifestyle change.”
Added Douglas Ritson, director of the Butler County
Department of Community Corrections, “I found the information presented to be very informative and timely as Butler
County prepares to embark on a prisoner reentry program that
will serve the needs of the individual as well as making a significant impact on the safety and protection of our citizenry.” n

CONCOR D COA L I T ION
B R I N G S F I S C A L WA K E - U P
TOU R TO PI T T SBU RGH
Reining in entitlement expenditures is not a particularly popular
topic for candidates during a presidential election year.
So four budget experts not running for office have teamed
up to fill the gap, traveling the country together to raise public
awareness of the severity of America’s looming fiscal crisis.
Their Fiscal Wake-up Tour, sponsored by the bipartisan Concord
Coalition, came to Pittsburgh on March 25 and included

Each released prisoner in Kroll’s programs must follow an
individualized service plan that stipulates expectations such as
receiving mental health treatment, staying off drugs, taking all
prescribed medications, or attending a 12-step group. Inmates
frequently resist committing to a plan—until they discover at
their parole hearing that a county judge won’t grant an early
release without one. “It’s a voluntary program,” Kroll stated,
“but guys who turned us down often call us back after the
judge won’t let them out.”
At the Concord Coalition program, former U.S. Comptroller General David
Walker shares his thoughts on the looming fiscal crisis in this country.
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a luncheon hosted by the Institute of Politics and an evening
event with the University of Pittsburgh Honors College.
The four experts—Concord Coalition Executive Director Robert
Bixby; former Comptroller General David Walker; Alice Rivlin
of the Brookings Institution, who was director of the White
House Office of Management and Budget for President Bill
Clinton; and Brian Riedl, senior policy analyst for the Heritage
Foundation—have visited 25 states since fall 2005, emphasizing
our moral responsibility not to crush future generations with
unsustainable fiscal policy decisions.
Walker cited U.S. Government Accountability Office data
showing that the federal government’s fiscal exposure has more
than doubled in seven years, from $20.4 trillion to $52.7 trillion
in 2007. Nearly 80 percent of those liabilities are attributable
to Social Security and Medicare. Walker said they represent a
whopping burden of $455,000 per American household.
“I left my post as comptroller general five years early,” Walker
explained, “because I believe change must come from outside
the Beltway. I wanted to be part of a grassroots effort to get
government to take action.”
Rivlin echoed Walker’s assessment, stating that “politicians are
less likely to solve this problem than ordinary people.” But she
added that the public does not focus on our long-term fiscal
future enough to realize the seriousness of the threat.
Riedl observed that, whereas in 1960 there were five workers
for every retiree, by 2030 the ratio will be two to one. In other
words, he explained, “every married couple will have their own
retiree to support.” As taking benefits from retirees is extremely
unpopular, Riedl said we “owe it to the baby boomers” to make
the necessary policy changes before the boomer generation
retires.
Bixby pointed out that the “big three” entitlements—Social
Security, Medicare, and Medicaid—already consume 42 percent
of the federal budget. He said it will be much easier to fix Social
Security, perhaps by continuing to raise the eligibility age or by
adjusting benefits for higher-income Americans, than to address
spiraling health care costs.
Strong leadership by the next president could make a big
difference, the speakers said, but without public pressure that
leadership is not likely to materialize. “If we don’t raise this issue
during the general election campaign,” Walker said, “the new
president won’t have a mandate to do anything.” Riedl said the
candidates have been advised that, when asked about entitlements, they should change the subject.
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Whereas most federal programs go through a budgeting
process each year, entitlement programs are “on autopilot,”
Rivlin stated. She called for the establishment of some
mechanism that would force periodic decisions on how much
would be spent on entitlements for the next few years. Walker
contended that the United States is the only country in the
world that writes a “blank check” on health care rather than
setting limits on what it will spend.
Unlike hurricanes and bridge collapses, unsustainable fiscal
policy most likely will lead not to a sudden crisis but to
gradual erosion of Americans’ standard of living. “A crisis
might be better, because it would spur action,” Riedl mused.
But he expressed hope that fiscally responsible policies could
be promoted on the basis that they would avert major tax
increases, severe spending cuts, or economic calamity down
the road.
“We try to be Paul Revere, not gloom and doom,” Bixby said.
“We want to give people a motivation for making the hard
choices.” n

I NS T I T U T E C OL L A B OR AT E S
W I T H C M U - P I T T QUA L I T Y O F
LIFE TECH NOLOGY CEN TER
Someday soon, more older adults will continue to live independently in their homes thanks to wearable sensors that keep
caregivers apprised of their activities. Automobiles will be
equipped with systems that detect the driver’s fading reaction
times before an accident happens. People with disabilities will
enjoy wheelchairs with collision avoidance systems and robots
that load the dishwasher and open doors for them.
These and many other product ideas are taking shape in
Pittsburgh, thanks to collaboration by great minds from the
University of Pittsburgh and Carnegie Mellon University at the
National Science Foundation-funded Quality of Life Technology
(QoLT) Engineering Research Center.
The QoLT Center’s mission is to apply cutting-edge technology
to the development of products that will improve quality of life
for older Americans and people with disabilities. The National
Science Foundation (NSF), which funds on average only two
Engineering Research Center proposals per year, approved this
one in 2006 because it saw great potential in the partnership
between two sets of world-class researchers: Carnegie Mellon’s
engineering and robotics talent and Pitt’s experts in medicine
and rehabilitation.

The QoLT Center has made significant scientific progress in its
first two years. But to achieve its mission it must consider much
more than science. Consumer preferences, privacy concerns,
business profitability, and regulatory and reimbursement issues
all impact the viability of the center’s product concepts.

make robots as autonomous as possible; here we need robots
that can work with a person.” This situation presents new
challenges, such as enabling robots to manipulate people and
objects safely and adapt to users’ changing needs or preferences.

To surmount these challenges, the QoLT Center has built
partnerships with many organizations offering relevant expertise, including the Institute of Politics. The Institute readily
embraced this opportunity, because two of its policy committees view the center as one of the most exciting projects in
Southwestern Pennsylvania today. The Economic Development
Policy Committee believes the center could make Pittsburgh an
international hotbed for products serving elderly populations,
while the Health Policy Committee sees quality of life technologies as a way to improve health care while reducing costs.
For example, telemedicine can help clinicians and caregivers
monitor patients remotely rather than making time-consuming
home visits. However, in many cases, broad application of the
center’s product ideas will require changes in state and federal
reimbursement policies.

Codirector Rory Cooper, from the University of Pittsburgh
School of Health and Rehabilitation Sciences, explained the four
product “families” of interest to the center:

After the annual NSF site visit in spring 2007, the QoLT Center
reorganized its structure to include a Person and Society Thrust,
headed by Richard Schulz of Pitt’s University Center for Social
and Urban Research. The Person and Society Thrust is responsible for infusing market, economic, and policy concerns into all
the center’s product development activities.
Those issues received high-level attention in November
2007, when the center hosted its first summit conference,
bringing together leaders from business, health care, human
services, and government to discuss opportunities and challenges in quality of life technology. Institute Director Emeritus
Moe Coleman was one of the summit’s keynote speakers,
discussing the ERC’s potential economic development value for
Southwestern Pennsylvania. Other presenters included State
Senator Robert C. Wonderling, who cochairs the Senate’s
Technology in Healthcare Working Group, and Mike Hall of the
Pennsylvania Office of Long Term Living. The Institute of Politics
assisted QoLT Center with background research on policy issues
both before and after the summit.
On March 26, 2008, the center welcomed the NSF site visit
team again. Renowned Carnegie Mellon roboticist and QoLT
Center codirector Takeo Kanade explained the center’s progress
in envisioning intelligent systems that augment body and mind
functions for the aging and people with disabilities. Kanade
pointed out that quality of life technology requires a rethinking
of the role of robots: “Traditionally, robotics has sought to

• “Virtual coach”: technologies that can guide people toward
completing daily activities, such as reminder systems for
people with early Alzheimer’s disease
• “Active home”: high-tech systems to support independent
living, such as robots that lift people out of bed or load
the dishwasher
• Personal mobility and manipulation appliances, such as
wheelchairs equipped with robotic arms
• Safe driving aids, such as systems that provide the most
suitable routes for a driver’s particular limitations or detect
driving impairments
Schulz reviewed the impressive, wide-ranging scope of work
completed within the Person and Society Thrust. During the
past year, the center has conducted a survey of user preferences
regarding quality of life technologies, received considerable
input from clinicians and caregivers as to their product needs,
and partnered with Carnegie Mellon and Pitt librarians to begin
developing a storehouse of quality of life technology product
and research information.
Products developed at the ERC will be tested in the high-tech
“smart cottages” constructed in McKeesport, Pa., by another
partner, Blueroof Technologies, Inc.
Demonstrations on display during the NSF site visit suggested
that some exciting health care breakthroughs are not far away.
In one demonstration, while a subject wearing a tiny camera
walked through a building, a computer system compared
camera images with a stored bank of photos to indicate exactly
where in the building the subject was located. The system uses
what Kanade calls “inside-out vision,” sending images of the
surroundings rather than the subject, and thus allays concerns
of those who might not want to be constantly watched by
cameras.
The Institute is pleased to provide policy support for this
research that could powerfully transform how millions of
Americans live. n
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